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ABSTRACT

Introduction: This study aimed to investigate construct convergent validity of the Persian version of consensus auditory perceptual evaluation of voice (called ATSHA), using the acoustic measurements. Moreover, the effect of voice tasks on the perceptual ratings was studied.

Materials and Methods: The study data were gathered from a total of 40 dysphonic patients (Mean±SD age=36.79±8.26 years). Perceptual voice evaluation was performed using the ATSHA during sustained vowels and sentence reading tasks. The acoustic features including fundamental frequency (F0), intensity, jitter, shimmer, and Harmonics-to-Noise Ratio (HNR) were extracted using Praat application. To assess construct validity of ATSHA, correlation between perceptual and acoustic measures were studied. The effect of tasks was investigated by mean comparison and Pearson correlation.

Results: The results demonstrate that ATSHA has significant correlation with all acoustic measures except the frequency (r=-0.08-0.35; P≥0.05). There was no significant correlation between pitch and the acoustic measures of intensity and jitter (r=-0.31; P=0.05 and r=0.24; P=0.14, respectively). The highest correlation observed between the overall severity and the HNR (r=-0.85; P<0.001). The correlation between the perceptual scores in both tasks was high (r=0.82-0.99; P<0.05).

Conclusion: The ATSHA is a valid scale for perceptual judgment on intensity, jitter, shimmer, and HNR. However, this scale could not estimate the frequency of voice in dysphonia. The current study demonstrate that vowel prolongation and sentence reading has no noticeable effect on the perceptual ratings in dysphonia.
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1. Introduction

The voice is a multidimensional phenomenon [1, 2], and voice problems is usually due to multifactorial etiologies [3]. Although several subjective and objective methods have been proposed for the voice assessment [4, 5], there is no standard measure for the voice function [6]. The auditory-perceptual assessment is the most common subjective method which describes voice parameters just by listener’s judgment [7, 8]. However, acoustic analysis is an objective issue that measures the same vocal parameters by dedicated instruments or integrated application [3]. A minimum voice assessment includes perceptual judgment and acoustic measures of voice parameters [9].

There are many reports about advantages and disadvantages of both perceptual judgment and acoustic measurement. The main advantage of perceptual judgment is due to its easy to use nature [10] that makes it the most common method in the voice clinical assessment [7, 8, 10]. However, there are some concerns about its subjective nature and reliability [10, 11]. Acoustic measures are the objective counterparts of perceptual voice assessment and sometimes can support them [12-15]. There are some limitations about using the acoustic measurements in the assessment of voice. There is no consensus among specialists for identifying the most sensitive instrument in the acoustic measurements [16]. Moreover, there are some problems to use them because of the nature of the acoustic measurements. In particular, the acoustic measurement needs special instruments (sometimes expensive ones), calibration, and proper education in order to use them accurately. It seems that none of the perceptual and acoustic assessment methods are perfect, but together they can complement each other’s shortcomings [10].

As mentioned before, the main advantage of perceptual voice evaluations has made them the most common method in the voice clinics. However, Speech-Language Pathologists (SLPs) and ENT specialists usually document their perceptual judgments using rating scales to minimize some limitations of the perceptual assessment. Up to now, several voice rating scales have been developed which GRBAS is the most popular one [17]. Completed version of the GRBAS is the Consensus Auditory Perceptual Evaluation of Voice (CAPE-V) that was developed in a consensus meeting in 2002. CAPE-V has 6 items to describe voice, including overall severity, roughness, breathiness, strain, pitch, and loudness in different vowels and speech tasks [18]. It is a perceptually valid and reliable scale that follows detailed protocols for voice sampling and recording [10, 18]. Moreover, several documents confirm its more sensitivity and reliability over the GRBAS [19, 20].

Because of all above-mentioned advantages, CAPE-V was selected for cross-culturally adaptation to Persian language and psychometrically studying by Salary Majd et al. (2014) in Iran. The authors reported that the Cronbach α of the Persian version of CAPE-V (called the ATSHA) was high. Furthermore, intra-rater and inter-rater reliability of ATSHA were high for all perceptual parameters except for pitch and loudness. They concluded that ATSHA could be used as a valid and reliable Persian scale for perceptual evaluation of the voice [21]. To the best of our knowledge, no study has ever extracted construct convergent validity of the ATSHA thorough investigating correlation between its voice perceptual parameters and the acoustic measures.

In the present study, we were going to consider auditory-perceptual voice assessment by ATSHA and acoustic measurements using Praat application in Persian dysphonic patients. In addition, the authors aimed to study the relationship between all perceptual parameters of the ATSHA and target acoustic measures in dysphonic patients in order to investigate construct convergent validity of the ATSHA. Our hypothesis is that a remarkable correlation exists between perceptual evaluation and acoustic measurement of the voice. Furthermore, the effect of different tasks, including vowel prolongation and sentence reading on perceptual voice assessment will be studied in patients with dysphonia.

2. Materials and Methods

Study design

This was a cross-sectional study.

Study participants

The perceptual and acoustic data were gathered from dysphonic patients who were native Persian speakers. The study sample comprised 40 patients with voice problems (25 male and 15 female, with a Mean±SD age of 36.79±8.26 years). The patients were randomly selected from those with voice complaints who attended the otorhinolaryngology clinics of Amir-A’lam Hospital in Tehran, Iran. All patients were diagnosed as having dysphonia by an otorhinolaryngologist and a SLP based on the voice history, videostroboscopic examination, and informal perceptual voice assessment. The selected patients have different severity of dysphonia (mild, moderate, and severe) based on the informal voice assessment of grade of dysphonia.
Study procedure

All patients were instructed to sustain vowels /a/ and /i/ approximately 5 seconds and then read 6 sentences of the ATSHA at their habitual pitch and loudness level [21]. The vowel tasks were repeated 3 times, and the longest trials were selected for perceptual and acoustic analyses. For auditory-perceptual voice assessment, both vowel prolongation and sentence reading were used while for the acoustic measurements just the vowel tasks were applied. If the patients could not read the sentences, they would be asked to repeat after the examiner.

The voice samples were recorded using a VAIO notebook (Sony, Model VPCEE23FX); the PRO TOOLS software; a condenser microphone (USB AVID, VOCAL STUDIO) at a sampling frequency of 20-100 kHz. The voice samples were recorded with a constant mouth-to-microphone distance of 10 cm. The voice recording is performed in an acoustic room in the hospital; voice recording lasted about 5 minutes for each participant. All recorded voices were presented to a blind rater thorough a headphone (AKG K7) for perceptual evaluation. To extract the acoustic parameters, all voice samples analyzed blindly by Praat, version 5.1.10 [22].

The perceptual judgment was performed in a silent environment by one SLP who was completely familiar with ATSHA. The rater was an experienced SLP with more than 15 years’ experience in clinical voice assessment and treatment. The rater had normal hearing and was native speaker of standard Persian. The longest vowel /a/ and /i/ as well as 6 sentences of the ATSHA were presented to the rater two times using a headphone at a comfortable loudness level in a quiet room. The recorded samples were presented blind and randomly. Then, the ATSHA was completed by the rater according to the CAPE-V guideline [18]. The rater asked to record score 0 to 100 to indicate abnormality perceived via auditory judgment for individual voice parameter in the ATSHA. Based on the ATSHA and CAPE-V guideline, the higher score means greater abnormality in each perceptual parameter [18, 21].

Acoustic measurement. The longest vowel /a/ produced by each patient was analyzed using Praat to extract the acoustic parameters. Before analysis, the voices were edited using the PRO TOOLS software and the first and last 1.5 seconds of each recording were eliminated because of their larger irregularity and then saved as wave files. Afterwards, the acoustic parameters, including fundamental frequency, intensity, jitter (local), shimmer (local), and Harmonics-to-Noise Ratio (HNR) were extracted.

Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistical analyses were performed and the perceptual data of the ATSHA as well as the acoustic data of Praat were reported. Normal distribution of the clinical data was studied using Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. The relation between the perceptual and acoustic assessments was tested by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between the ATSHA parameters and the acoustic measures during the sustain vowel /a/. To test the effect of the tasks on the ATSHA scores, Paired t-test was used and Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated. Statistical analyses were performed in SPSS V. 19.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). The threshold for statistical significance was set at P<0.05.

3. Results

Characteristics of the participants

The participants comprised 40 dysphonic patients (male=30, female=10). All patients were diagnosed as having a functional dysphonia with and without laryngeal lesions (n=30; male=20, female=10) or neurologic dysphonia (n=10; male=5, female=5).

Perceptual ratings by the ATSHA

Descriptive data

The results of the ATSHA are presented with respect to the gender of the patients. The values reported in this section have been calculated by averaging the ATSHA scores on both tasks, including sustain vowels and sentences reading. According to Figure 1, the expected SLP assigned the mean score of 41.5 and 54.68 for the overall severity in females and males, respectively. Also, the highest score has been recorded for the overall severity but pitch obtained the lowest score in both females and males. The males achieved higher scores in all parameters, except the breathiness, based on the scores given by the experienced SLP (Figure 1).
Comparison based on the tasks

According to the Table 2, of perceptual parameters of the ATSHA, only the roughness and strain were significantly scored different by the experienced SLP on the vowel and reading tasks (P<0.05). Furthermore, the Pearson correlation was used to measure the effect of task on the perceptual ratings. The correlation between the ATSHA scores given by the experienced SLP in both tasks was high (r=0.82-0.99, P<0.05). The perceptual parameter of overall severity obtained the highest correlation and the strain showed the lowest correlation.

**Acoustic measurements by Praat**

**Descriptive data**

The mean values and standard deviations of the acoustic parameters in the dysphonic patients are presented in Table 3. In Table 4, the results of relationship between the perceptual ratings and acoustic measurements by Pearson correlation analyses are presented. The correlation analyses will be reported for individual perceptual parameter of the ATSHA as follow: Overall severity, Roughness, Breathiness, Strain, Pitch, and Loudness.

The Pearson correlation analyses demonstrated a significant correlation between the overall severity and all acoustic parameters except for the frequency (r=0.1; P=0.4).

The correlation between the roughness and all acoustic parameters was significant, although there was no significant correlation between the roughness and the frequency (r=0.02; P=0.99). The Pearson correlation analyses revealed a significant correlation between the breathiness and all acoustic parameters except for the frequency (r=0.27; P=0.1). There was a significant correlation between the strain and all acoustic parameters except for the frequency (r=0.08; P=0.65).

The Pearson analyses found no significant correlation between the pitch and the acoustic parameters of intensity (P=0.03), F0 (P=0.05), and jitter (P=0.14). However, significant correlation was observed between the pitch and shimmer (r=0.45; P=0.006) and between the pitch and HNR (r=−0.38; P=0.01). There was a significant correlation between the loudness and all acoustic parameters except for the frequency (r=0.17; P=0.29). Furthermore, the highest correlation value was seen between the perceptual parameters and the HNR, and the lowest value was assigned to the jitter, although as reported above the pitch obtained the highest correlation value with shimmer (r=0.45; P=0.006).

**4. Discussion**

The current study aimed to investigate construct convergent validity of the Persian version of CAPE-V (called the ATSHA) using the acoustic measurements.

### Table 1. Mean±SD of the ATSHA ratings by the experienced SLP With respect to the tasks in the dysphonic patients (n=40)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceptual Parameters</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall severity</td>
<td>Sustained vowels</td>
<td>53.68</td>
<td>24.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sentences reading</td>
<td>54.68</td>
<td>23.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness</td>
<td>Sustained vowels</td>
<td>51.40</td>
<td>26.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sentences reading</td>
<td>47.28</td>
<td>26.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathiness</td>
<td>Sustained vowels</td>
<td>23.36</td>
<td>20.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sentences reading</td>
<td>26.16</td>
<td>22.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain</td>
<td>Sustained vowels</td>
<td>40.96</td>
<td>18.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sentences reading</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>19.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>Sustained vowels</td>
<td>17.92</td>
<td>20.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sentences reading</td>
<td>17.64</td>
<td>20.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudness</td>
<td>Sustained vowels</td>
<td>33.20</td>
<td>23.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sentences reading</td>
<td>34.92</td>
<td>22.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: SLP: Speech-Language Pathologist; SD: Standard Deviation
Moreover, the effect of voice tasks on the perceptual ratings was studied. This study showed that all perceptual parameters of the ATSHA, except for the pitch, have construct validity based on the majority of the acoustic analyses done. Of the target acoustic parameters, fundamental frequency had no relationship with perceptual parameters of the ATSHA. However, HNR demonstrated the highest relationship with all perceptual parameters of the ATSHA. Although there are significant differences between scores of the roughness and strain in sustained vowel and reading tasks, high correlation observed between perceptual ratings during vowel prolongation and
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**Figure 1.** Box-and-whisker plot for the ATSHA in the dysphonic patients (n=40)

The dark line shows the median; The box indicates the middle 50% of the distribution and the whiskers show the remaining 25% at the bottom and top of the distribution. Circles indicate the atypical values.
Table 2. Comparison of the ATSHA ratings by the experienced SLP based on the tasks in the dysphonic patients (n=40)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceptual Parameters (Sustained Vowels * Sentences Reading)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>95% CI Lower</th>
<th>95% CI Upper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall severity 1* Overall severity 2</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>4.179</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
<td>1.448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness 1* Roughness 2</td>
<td>6.120</td>
<td>10.211</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>9.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathiness 1* Breathiness 2</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>9.258</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>-2.67</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strain 1* Strain 2</td>
<td>15.100</td>
<td>12.970</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
<td>11.41</td>
<td>18.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch 1* Pitch 2</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>3.827</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>-1.46</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudness 1* Loudness 2</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>12.123</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>-3.46</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CI: Confidence Interval; SD: Standard Deviation; MD: Mean Difference; SLP: Speech-Language Pathologist; 1: Sustained vowels; and 2: Sentences reading; P<0.05

Table 3. Mean±SD of the acoustic measures in the dysphonic patients (n=40)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dysphonic Patients</th>
<th>Mean±SD</th>
<th>F0 (Hz)</th>
<th>Intensity (dB)</th>
<th>Jitter (%)</th>
<th>Shimmer (%)</th>
<th>HNR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male (25)</td>
<td>142±45.76</td>
<td>58±6.84</td>
<td>0.01±0.01</td>
<td>0.07±0.05</td>
<td>17.58±7.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (15)</td>
<td>194±49.79</td>
<td>54±6.32</td>
<td>0.008±0.008</td>
<td>0.05±0.05</td>
<td>18.32±7.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: F0: Fundamental Frequency; HNR: Harmonics-to-Noise Ratio; SD: Standard Deviation
of the current study regarding the relationship between the perceptual and acoustic assessments are in agreement with those found by Awan et al. (2010) and Vaz Freitas et al. (2015) [26, 27]. Awan et al. (2010) who studied the relationship between acoustic spectral/cestral measures (to calculate noise based on the long-term spectral analysis) and perceptual ratings by the CAPE-V, reported a strong correlation between perceptual and acoustic results of dysphonia severity rating [26].

In another study, Vaz Freitas et al. (2015) tried to investigate the correlation between the GRBAS scale and the acoustic measures using different voice analysis software programs including Praat. They found the power of relationship between the GRBAS scale and the acoustic measures varies from weak to moderate. They reported the local shimmer and HNR can be strong predictive acoustic parameters for perceptual voice assessment [27]. Although the CAPE-V and GRBAS have different vocal parameters, both are perceptual scales and acceptable relationship between them are expected. However, acceptable relationship between the ATSHA as a perceptual scale and Praat application as an instrument to measure acoustic features of the voice is noteworthy and can be considered to confirm construct validity of the ATSHA.

Although the perceptual voice parameters of the ATSHA obtained moderate to high correlation with majority of the acoustic measures in the present study, the findings for the frequency was completely different. Besides, there was no significant correlation between pitch and the acoustic features of intensity and jitter. To interpret this part of findings, let us look at the clinical voice data of our participants. As noted before, the participants were patients with different types of functional (with and without vocal mass lesions) and neurological voice disorders.

Although we tried to select our patients from mild, moderate, and severe cases based on the results of clinical assessments gathered by both ENT and SLP in the diagnosis of voice disorders, our patients generally obtained moderate overall severity of dysphonia according to the ATSHA [21]. Out of 6 perceptual parameters of the ATSHA, the least problem perceived was the pitch parameter which rated a bit more than normal level in all participants during both tasks (Mean score: 17.92 and 17.64 in sustained vowels and sentence reading, respectively).

However, the roughness was rated as moderately abnormal. Moreover, values of the acoustic features in our patients are another issue which should be noted. Although different instruments used for the acoustic analysis in the literature makes the interpretation of the acoustic data a little challenging, comparing the acoustic measures of our patients with suggested normative data for Praat measurements [28, 29] showed that fundamental frequency, intensity, jitter, and shimmer values were in normal range and only the mean value of HNR was abnormal (<20). Although we expected significant correlation between frequency and its perceptual correlate, pitch, there was no relation between perceptual voice assessment by the ATSHA and frequency according to the correlation analyses. Apparently, this finding can be expected due to lack of noticeable pitch problems and abnormal frequency values recorded in our patients based on both perceptual and acoustic voice assessment. It is likely that if our patients had severe abnormality in the pitch, we might find remarkable relation between perceptual parameter of the ATSHA and acoustic measure of frequency.

The authors suppose that ATSHA can predict frequency of the voice in condition that the subjects demonstrate mild, moderate or severe problems in pitch. Further investigations are recommended to evaluate construct validity of the ATSHA scale in patients with voice disorders who have high or low pitch as well as acoustic features which are out of normal range appropriate for demographic characteristics of speakers.
This study indicate that the voice tasks used during auditory-perceptual assessment have no effect on the scores recorded by the experienced SLP. As mentioned before, mean comparison and Pearson correlation were applied to investigate the effect of tasks. Based on the mean comparison analysis, the experienced SLP rated all vocal parameters of the ATSHA equal in vowels and reading; only the roughness and strain rated significantly more severe during vowels compared to sentence reading. However, the effect of tasks on all vocal parameters was not supported by Pearson correlation analysis.

According to the literature, results related to the effect of tasks on perceptual evaluation of the voice in patients with dysphonia are inconsistent. No difference was reported by de Krom (1994) and Revis et al. (1999) in perceptual assessments based on the tasks [30, 31], while Wolfe et al. (1995) and Zraick et al. (2005) reported significant difference for vowels versus connected speech [32, 33]. Zraick et al. (2005) hypothesized that a significant difference would be expected in ratings of overall severity during the sustained vowel versus connected speech. The authors found that the listeners perceived the severity of dysphonia as more severe in the sustained mood; however, they reported no remarkable difference on perceptual judgment of the severity of dysphonic voice during oral reading and the sustained vowel /a/ [33].

Apparently, there are several factors influencing the results of auditory-perceptual voice assessment regarding the tasks such as type of voice (normal or dysphonic), type of perceptual vocal parameter and experience of the rater. Undoubtedly, variety of tasks are needed to perform voice assessment but the current study indicate that when an experienced SLP who are familiar with the ATSHA rates several parameters of the voice in patients with dysphonia, the effect of tasks used is not remarkable.

The present study is the first one demonstrated that the Persian version of CAPE-V (called the ATSHA) is a valid voice scale to perceptually estimate intensity, jitter, shimmer and HNR in patients with voice disorders. However, this study was not able to provide enough evidence for construct validity of the ATSHA based on the measurements of frequency. Further studies are recommended to investigate construct validity of the ATSHA in patients with pitch deviations. The authors concluded that vowel prolongation and sentence reading has no remarkable effect on the perceptual ratings in dysphonia.

Future research can study the effect of conversation speech sample (another voice task used during assessment by the ATSHA) on the perceptual voice evaluation by the ATSHA.
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